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Description of the programs
e-AID: As a result of stress, we start looking for activities that cause us to believe that our stress
levels are decreasing, so we slowly become addicted to these activities, while trying to solve and
reduce the stress that towers over us. Persistent stress requires constant compliance and takes
away the real opportunity for sources of pleasure. These “activities” help the false belief that there
can only be a little good. What do you feel during the activity: “My mental pains are easing momentarily. Stress is decreasing. I’ll be more vivid. I feel less lonely. My anxiety is decreasing. I will
be at peace with myself.” But we all know that looks can be deceiving and the above are not entirely true. The e-AID program can have an impact on breaking out of the bondage of our habits
by reducing stress. Less stress requires less routine activity to seemingly solve our stress problem.
These activities can be: smoking, playing, shopping, alcohol, drugs, cell phones and the list is endless.
TAP (The Affirmation Portal): Reinforcements, especially positive reinforcements that we say to
ourselves can undoubtedly be used as tools for self-improvement. These affirmations can control
your mind perfectly, as the more affirmations you say, the more you focus on what is really important. Affirmations range from repetition of simple positive sentences to chanting. Prayer can also
be a positive confirmation.
Why use reinforcements? (Theological argument)
There is an old saying, “Help yourself, God will help you too!”. As a result, if you get into a negative
downturn, your brain also moves in that direction. You begin to waste energy to negative thoughts,
which is constantly amplified by circumstances.
Why use reinforcements? (Psychological argument)
If we consciously use affirmations, we will utter them over and over again, and then hope that our
subconscious will absorb this information. The conscious mind has the power of cognition, while
the subconscious affects performance. And the subconscious mind works in accordance with the
commands of the conscious mind.
How to do it? Develop reinforcements filled with excitement and happiness. For example, if you
want to lose weight, don’t just say I’m losing 10 pounds. Say instead, “I’m 10 pounds lighter, more
energized, and this dress is simply look wonderful on me!.” Do you see the difference?
Think about it when someone else is doing it instead of you 24/7 and it still has a positive effect on
you.
Clasp Basic Training: A quick and easy way to use the device as if you were just using One Click
therapy in Clasp64, with the possibility for re-verification. What does this mean? The software
automatically measures the skin resistance before and after the training so it can be seen whether the training was successful or not and whether it still requires work to be done. There is also a
possibility to measure ECG, EEG and EMG before and after, based on the User’s decision.
The device can be used only in the area of biofeedback; complaints are accepted in biofeedback
issues only.
IMPORTANT NOTE: EEG, ECG and EMG measurements are used only as reference measurements, by which we conclude the effectiveness of the harmonization.
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1. How to download the CLASP Portal Software from www.scio-eductor.com?
To download the 1.0.9 version of the CLASP Portal Software, a simple tool was created allowing
you to download the software for the USB SCIO and QUEST9 devices.
Please follow the steps listed below to download the Software:
■■ Open a web browser (Microsoft Edge, Mozilla Firefox or Chrome recommended).
■■ Go to the www.scio-eductor.com website and log in with username and password.
■■ Click on ‘Downloads’ on the top menu bar of the website and select ‘Software’s + tools’.
■■ Download the ‘MandelayDownloader Setup.exe (1.0.9)’.
■■ In the pop-up window click on ‘Save file’ or click ‘Run’ if the option comes up.
■■ If you clicked on ‘Save File’, run the ‘Mandelay_Downloader Setup.exe 1.0.9’ file by double
clicking on it in the download window.

■■ Log in with the username and password you are registered on www.scio-eductor.com website
and click on the ‘Login’ button.
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■■ First click on Download and Install CLASP Portal Software, after the download is complete
the text will change to Install CLASP Portal Software.

■■ Click on it to install the software right away. If you wish to install later, close the program
and re-enter when you want to install it. You will see an Install button below the software you
downloaded.
■■ If the ‘MandelayDownloader Setup.exe (1.0.9)’ is closed during the download for any reason
(Internet fails, computer restart etc.) just restart the ‘MandelayDownloader Setup.exe (1.0.9)’
and click on Download again. Installation will proceed from where it left off.
You can proceed to install your Software!
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2. How to install the CLASP Portal Software?
The Software can be installed directly after downloading it from the www.scio-eductor.com.
If you used the ‘MandelayDownloader Setup.exe (1.0.9)’ double click on the
‘Mandelay Downloader’ icon to start the program then log in.

To get the latest version of the software please click on Download and Install CLASP Portal Software to start installation.
■■ Please read through the Software Agreement carefully, then select “I accept the agreement”,
then click ‘Next’, then on Next two more times. After that, please click on the “Install” button.
■■ Please read through the Software Licence agreement carefully, then select “I agree and accept….” then click ‘Next’, then on Next two more times. Check mark if you want to create a
desktop icon. After that, please click on Install button.
■■ Please Read the Information and then click on Next.
■■ If you want to Run the program Click on Finish.
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3. How to activate the CLASP Portal Software version?
Before you activate your CLASP Portal, you will have 7 days full software trial. You can choose
which programs you wish to use, and you only need to buy those parts of the software.
To activate your CLASP Portal Software please follow the steps outlined below:
■■ Run the CLASP Portal Software by
clicking on the 'CLASP Portal' icon
on the desktop.
■■ Upon first start, you will have a Pop-up panel to do the activation or you have 7 days Trial. If
you click on “Continue in trial mode” you can try the software for 7 days.

■■ Fill your Name and E-mail address and please send your Registration ID to
license@scio-eductor.com
You will receive your License Key, that you need to copy paste to your software and Click on Activate License. Important: Our colleagues are doing the activations manually, so it may take up to 24
hours. Please note that our office is open from Monday to Friday from 10:00 until 17:00 CET.
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■■ Now the activation is complete, you can start using the activated part of your software.

4. Setting up your device
■■ Right bottom click on gear (Setting).
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■■ Choose the device and click on Connect to device. You need to see your device information
(Serial number and your name in the device).

■■ In this panel you can choose between the light and dark mode.

■■ You can run the program without the device, “Run without Device” should be marked.
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5. How to use the Client database
■■ Click on the Clients button at the top middle of the screen.

Here you can add and remove or modify
the clients in the database.
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■■ go top of the client list (double arrow) [1]
■■ back to the next client (arrow) [2]
■■ go to the next client (arrow) [3]
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■■ bottom of the client list (double arrow) [4]
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■■ + add client to the list [5]
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■■ - remove client from the list [6]
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■■ Check mark [7] save the client information
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■■ X - stop editing the client [8]
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■■ Top of the panel you can search by the client name. [9]
■■ Add a client: Name [10]: name of the client,
Activity [11]: the job of the client, Address
[12]: street and house number, flor etc.,
City [13]: where the client is living, Place of
Birth [14]: where the client born, Country
[15]: where the client is living, Date of Birth
[16]: birth date of the client, Comment [17]: extra information about the client, Add picture [18]
about the client double click on the field, search the picture on your computer and load it.
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6. How to use the The Affirmation Portal (TAP)
■■ Left top corner you can start The Affirmation Portal (TAP).

■■ You can start a single affirmation for (one) specific client. Please add the affirmation to the
empty field and type the name of the client to start the affirmation with. To set the power of the
program you can: move the bar [1] (to the left side- weaker, to the right side- stronger) and
click on “Do above affirmation” [2]. Ask your client to provide the feedback if he/she is feeling
comfortable.
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■■ You can create a session by adding clients and affirmations to the program and the TAP can be
ran on more clients at the same time. Schedule can also be created.
■■ Create affirmation files: click on the Affirmation [3] button and it opens another panel.
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In order to create an Affirmation program:
■■ Go to the top of the affirmation list (double
arrow) [1]
■■ back to the next affirmation (arrow) [2]
■■ go to the next affirmation (arrow) [3]
■■ bottom of the affirmation list (double arrow) [4]
■■ + add new affirmation [5]
■■ - remove the affirmation [6]
■■ Check mark save the affirmation information [7]
■■ X stop editing the affirmation [8]
■■ On the top of the panel you can search by
the affirmation name [9]
■■ Group [10]: you can collect the similar affirmations in a group, Name [11]: name of the
affirmation, Affirmation [12]: the affirmation text.
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How to schedule:
■■ click on the Schedule on the main screen.

■■ On that panel you can create the affirmation schedule:

■■ You can search by: the name of the Client [1] Group [2], Affirmation name [3]. Choose a client
and an affirmation, set the power [4] click on the right arrow [5], now it is added to the schedule list. You can add as many as you want. With the single left arrow [6] is removing the selected file from scheduled list, double arrow [7] is removing all of the files from the list. You can
modify the client list in the client section. Left side of the panel you can see the: name [8] of
the client, affirmation [9], set power [10]. Close [11] is auto saving the information and close the
panel.
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■■ Now you can click on the Let’s do it [1] button and the program will start working, you can see
the running prayer wheel [2].
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■■ You can stop the running affirmation program with Stop button [3].
■■ You can play special music if you click on Play Music [4].

7. How to use the e-AID (e- Anti Dependency Program)
■■ On the right side of the panel click on e-AID.

■■ Choose the client [1] in the client scroll down menu (on the next page).
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■■ Choose the program you wish to run: Anti Smoking [2], Anti Alcohol [3], Anti Drug [4],
Emotions [5]. All of the programs are reducing the stress in the body and it can help to quit
from the bad habits.

■■ Upon choosing the program, you
need to put a cigarette, a glass of
alcohol, etc. that the client is using
on the Test Plate. Do the calibration
[6], than start the program with Start
[7] button. Now you can see the videos and you can hear special music
which can help in the reduction of
the stress of the client. The program
time is fixed, you can see the full
time and the remaining time on the
screen.
■■ When the session is end you can
close [8] the program.
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8. How to use the Clasp Basic Training program (One click training)
■■ “Clasp basic training” is located on the right top side of the screen under e-AID.

■■ First you need to select the client [1].
1
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■■ Select the program from the list on the left [2] and set the time. Click on Start [3]. With the
Start, the system will automatically measure the GSR before and after the session. (only when
harness is on) The program is using the visualized frequencies, together with special videos [4]
and music’s to reduce the body’s stress.
4
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■■ You can check a before/after picture with ECG [4], EEG [5], EMG [6]. Open the programs and
put on the harnesses in the right position.
■■ ECG: with the harnesses attached to the body, you have the opportunity to do a Pre ECG. After
the session is complete, get back to the ECG panel and check for results by clicking on Post
ECG. Now, you can evaluate the difference between the Pre and Post result.

■■ EEG: with the harnesses attached to the body, you have the opportunity to do a Pre EEG. After
the session is complete, get back to the EEG panel and check for results by clicking on Post
EEG. Now, you can evaluate the difference between the Pre and Post result.
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■■ EMG: with the harnesses attached to the body, you have the opportunity to do a Pre EMG. After
the session is complete, get back to the EMG panel and check for results by clicking on Post
EMG. Now, you can evaluate the difference between the Pre and Post result.
■■ For the right harness positions (please see the picture below): Attach yellow harness comfortably on the wrist, next to the yellow harness, attach black harness and red harness to the elbow. It is important to always keep the right order and connect the harnesses directly to the
skin for better conductivity.
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9. Computer specifications
For the proper operation of the CLASP Portal software, we suggest the following computer specifications:
■■ Processor (CPU) required: Intel® Core™ i3, i5, i7.
■■ Processor (CPU) not supported: AMD and Celeron processor
■■ Memory (RAM): 8 GB or more
■■ Video Card: Intel HD 3000 or better, minimum 256 MB video RAM
■■ Storage (Hard Drive, Disk): 30 GB available HDD space
■■ Resolution: 1920 x1080 display resolution or higher
■■ Operating System recommended: with the software, please use Windows® 8/10 with the latest
service pack and latest updates
■■ Operating System not supported: Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7
■■ Virus Protection: ESET Smart Security, ESET NOD32 Antivirus, Kaspersky
■■ Internet connection needed for update and activation
■■ Connection ports:
■■ SCIO/QUEST9: USB 2.0 port
■■ Apple (MacOS) products are NOT supported!
The software only works with SCIO and QUEST9 devices.
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Troubleshooting

What devices is the CLASP Portal compatible with?
■■ The CLASP Portal is compatible with SCIO USB and QUEST9 which is operating with the
Clasp64
Can the CLASP Portal and the Clasp64 run in the same time?
■■ The CLASP64 software and CLASP Portal are two different biofeedback software. Only “The
Affirmation Portal” module can run simultaneously with the Clasp64
What to do if I decide to buy another module?
■■ You need to contact your local representative or our office. You can find your local representative on the link below: https://www.scio-eductor.com/contacts/brokers
On how many computers can the Clasp Portal be activated on?
■■ The Clasp Portal can be activated on 3 computers with the same device.
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